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If The Foundations Are Destroyed, What
Can The Righteous Do? - Psalm 11:3
On 23 Sept I spoke on the (tragic) state of marriage and the natural family in SA at the
“Thought Leaders Summit” in JHB – hosted by the Global Business Roundtable and
TBN In Africa.
Stats SA reports marriages declined by 8,1 percent and divorce remains high. Family
breakdown in South Africa is at crisis levels with devastating consequences for
society.
I will be speaking on the topic of "Reversing The Decline Of Marriage and the
Family" at the “Mighty Men Western Cape” event in Malmesbury on 1 Oct. Although
marriage and family breakdown is a national tragedy, the response from government
and the Church has been lukewarm.
The primary reason for the decline of marriage and the natural family is the social
devaluation of these foundational institutions. The sexual revolutions main agenda is
to normalise and legitimise all manner of sexual activity outside of marriage - thereby
rendering it irrelevant.
Despite the catastrophic consequences of family breakdown, there is a major push to
advance and implement the destructive “Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity”
(SOGI) agenda in SA. Radical sexual rights activists have set their sights on our public
schools and University Campuses.
Analyzing cultures across the millennia, Harvard sociologist Pitirim Sorokin found
that "No society has loosened sexual morality from marriage and survived. Virtually
all political revolutions leading to societal collapse were preceded by sexual
revolutions in which marriage lost its status."
Family Policy Institute is working diligently with its local and international allies to
expose and defeat the destructive anti-family agenda of sexual rights activists in South
Africa.
Family Policy Institute’s primary objective is to equip and mobilise the Christian
Church to recognise the threats against marriage and the natural family and unite
behind a common strategy to defend, protect and restore these vital social institutions.
However, we are battling well-financed anti-family groups. We need your prayers and
financial support to remain effective on the frontlines of the battlefield for faith, family
and freedom.
FPI is still short of R80,000 to reach its fundraising goal ending 30 September 2017.
We are currently facing formidable challenges against our faith, the family and

religious freedoms.
Please stand with us in this critical ministry. You can partner with the vital work of FPI
through a monthly donation of any amount EFT’d directly into FPI’s banking account.
Acc name: Family Policy Institute, Standard Bank current account 072 535 946.
Branch, Claremont, Code, 025109.
Please help FPI reach its critical funding objective at 30 September 2017. We have just
four days left to reach our goal of R80,000. Please make a generous once-off donation
today!
As a registered NPO and Public Benefit Organisation (PBO), donations to FPI are taxdeductible. Tax-certificates are available on request by emailing
info@familypolicyinstitute.com.
Please donate today and help us advance your Biblical values where it matters most!
Standing
Errol Naidoo

On Tues 26 Sept, we feature a repeat of the Youth
Transformation Africa (YTA) event recorded in CT recently.

On Sun 1 October S&L features highlights of the "Legacy
of Leaders" event recorded in Durban recently.
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